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The Night Guest by Fiona McFarlane
A mesmerizing first novel about trust, dependence, and fear,
from a major new writer. Ruth is widowed, her sons are grown,
and she lives in an isolated beach.
‘The Night Guest’, by Fiona McFarlane | Financial Times
The Night Guest by Fiona McFarlane – review. There is clarity
and compassion in this distinctive tale of memory and
identity, set at the far end.
The Night Guest by Fiona McFarlane
A mesmerizing first novel about trust, dependence, and fear,
from a major new writer. Ruth is widowed, her sons are grown,
and she lives in an isolated beach.

Night Guest | Grim Soul: Dark Fantasy Survival Wiki | FANDOM
powered by Wikia
Catherine Taylor on an unnerving debut that explores the
recesses of a disarrayed mind.
The Night Guest by Fiona McFarlane
Fiona McFarlane's first novel, "The Night Guest," is a little
bit ghost story, a little bit crime fiction and a whole lot
unsettling. It begins with the.
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Thanks for subscribing! She is moody and capable, if sli Ruth,
a year old widow, lives with her two cats in a cottage by the
sea.
Herheadfilledandshiftedandblurred.Ruth,anelderlyandincreasinglyco
She takes the first, faltering steps towards rekindling a
relationship with her first love, Richard Porter—a doctor she
met when her parents were missionaries in Fiji. Please
continue to respect all commenters and create constructive
debates.
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Ruth discovers that Frida only pretends to leave each evening
and has co-opted a spare room. It keeps itching.
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